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ABSTRACT
The AKP government has
undertaken a series of steps to
understand and respond to Alevi
identity-based claims. Popularly
known as the “Alevi opening” process,
the initiative is the first systematic
effort to deal with the identity-based
discontents of the Alevis. This step
is also part of the broader policy of
“democratic opening,” which intends
to address the burning problems of
various identity groups (the Kurds,
Alevis, religious minorities and the
Roma people) in Turkey. This study
provides an analytic background
for understanding the governing
AKP’s “Alevi opening”, which was
launched in the summer of 2007.
More specifically, the issues that
are discussed are the Alevi claims,
the obstacles to the fulfillment of
these issues, and the methods and
the processes of the ongoing “Alevi
opening”. In order to provide a
holistic analysis, the political, legal,
psychological as well as cultural
dynamics of the Alevi issue are
emphasized here. At the end, a
set of policy recommendations are
formulated that are consistent with
the analytic perspective.

S

ince coming to power in 2002, the
governing Justice and Development
Party (Adalet ve Kalkınma Partisi, AKP) has introduced a number of reforms to democratize
the political system in Turkey. After winning
elections for the second time in 2007 the AKP
government has undertaken a series of steps to
understand and respond to Alevi identity-based
claims. Popularly known as the “Alevi opening”
(Alevi açılımı) process, the initiative is the first
systematic effort to deal with identity-based
discontents of the Alevis. This step is also part
of the broader policy of “democratic opening,”
which intends to address the burning problems
of various identity groups (the Kurds, Alevis,
religious minorities and the Roma people) in
Turkey. The stated objective of the “democratic
opening” is to reconcile the Turkish state with
the marginalized segments of Turkish society.
This study provides an analytic background
for understanding the governing AKP’s “Alevi
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The Alevi identity has
traditionally been a strong
communal group identity with
clear cultural boundaries, moral
values, rituals, and shared
collective emotions

opening” initiative, which was launched
in the summer of 2007. More specifically,
the issues that are discussed are the list of
Alevi claims, obstacles to the fulfillment
of these issues, and the methods and the
processes of the ongoing “Alevi opening”.
In order to provide a holistic analysis, the
political, legal, psychological as well as
cultural dynamics of the Alevi issue are emphasized here. At the end, a set of policy
recommendations are formulated that are consistent with the analytic perspective.

The Alevi Quest for Recognition
The Alevis, one of the largest communal groups in Turkey, are geographically
spread throughout Turkey. There is no sect-based data that would reflect the actual population of Alevis in Turkey but estimates range from 5 million to 25 million. Arguments about the population of Alevi citizens are part of identity politics;
therefore, it is best to assume a population somewhere between those two figures.
The Alevi identity has traditionally been a strong communal group identity1 with
clear cultural boundaries, moral values, rituals, and shared collective emotions.
This identity, historically and culturally, has sectarian origins which have been
maintained for centuries through an endogamous social order in rural contexts.2
Specific rituals and cultural practices have played important roles for the maintenance of a strong identity.3
The “Alevi issue” is one of the most complicated and, at the same time, largely
misunderstood problems in Turkey. Conflicts, resentments, grievances, and perpetual fears about the Alevis have existed for centuries and have been publicly
voiced through different mechanisms; yet, the message had never been understood thoroughly by the interlocutors of the Alevis. The discussions on the issue
in various social and political contexts have often revolved around a rather limited
list of Alevi identity-based claims. It would serve us better to think of contemporary Alevi identity politics and Alevi activism as a struggle for recognition of the
Alevi identity.
The common claim made by a variety of groups within the Alevi community
involved in this struggle is that they seek public recognition of the Alevi identity
and institutions as well as acknowledgement of the grievances caused by the Turkish state. There is a wide range of disagreements among urban Alevi groups about
almost all aspects of social and political issues, including the very definition of
Alevism itself, though, they agree on the need for recognition.
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Recognition and acknowledgment have two main components:

• First and foremost, the acknowledgment of the past crimes, assaults, and

unjust practices against the Alevis by the Turkish state and the Sunnis (especially the extreme right and Islamist groups).

• Secondly, the legal and political steps that would meet the demands related
to the group rights of the Alevi community.

According to popular Alevi narratives, for centuries, especially during the last
four centuries of the Ottoman era, Alevis have been persecuted, oppressed, discriminated against, and marginalized by the central governments. The Alevi identity, culture, and institutions were either denied recognition or assimilated into
the majority Sunni identity during this era. Alevis became the equal citizens of
the Republic of Turkey and they embraced the secularization reforms. Throughout the early years of the Turkish Republic, Alevis were considered citizens loyal
to the founding principles, in particular secularism, of the Republic. Alevis were
often portrayed as defenders of the modern secular principles against bigotry and
religious fundamentalism, though many Alevis challenged this depiction.
The Dersim episode of 1937-384 was an exception, where tribalism and ethnic
identity also played a role in the rebellion. The discourse of loyalty of the “Republican values” was based on the Alevis’ ability to embrace secular values. In fact, the
purpose of the Republican identity-building project was to create an ethnically
and religiously homogenous, modern, and secular society. The state establishment
has never recognized their “Alevi-ness” or traditional values and life style during Republican Turkey, either. There were legal and institutional barriers against
the traditional Alevi institutions, while there were also prevailing cultural biases
against Alevis at the social level. No specific effort has been spared to address the
identity-based discontents of Alevi citizens.
Starting from the early 1960s, Alevi citizens have been migrating to the cities and rapidly becoming urbanized. Because of the processes of rapid urbanization and modernization, the traditional Alevi identity and social order are being
transformed.5 There were efforts by some Alevi activists to establish Alevi civil
society institutions during the 1960s. Parallel to the Kurdish and Islamist identity movements that resisted the homogenizing notion of Republican identitybuilding project, Alevis also initiated uncoordinated efforts to reinvigorate the
Alevi identity. However, those earlier efforts were at the periphery of the wide
scale left-wing activism of Alevi citizens. The September 12, 1980 coup curtailed
ideological activism and the fall of the Berlin Wall further restricted the ideologi145
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cal struggle. These developments paved the way for Alevi identity politics independent of ideological contexts.
Within this new context, Alevi identity politics formulated certain demands.
Starting from the late 1980s, the academic and popular literature on Alevism has
often been referred to as the “Alevi revival.” This “revival/transformation” has
manifested itself in forms of heightened group consciousness, greater ease to express their identity in the public sphere, increased public visibility, and the making of claims of Alevi identity in social and political arenas. These expressions of
revival have been achieved not as a consequence of a natural awakening of the
Alevi and Sunni public in Turkey, but as the conscious struggles and hard work of
the entrepreneurs and activists of Alevi identity politics. Identity-based claims of
Alevi institutions, however, could not find any official support, and consequently
Alevi citizens occasionally resorted to the ECtHR (European Court of Human
Rights) to publicize their concerns.6
The main objective of Alevi identity politics is to create the conditions for the
maintenance of the Alevi identity in the modern urban context and to be recognized and accepted as equal actors by the Turkish state as well as by the other social and political actors and groups in Turkey. The “Alevi opening” of the current
AKP government intends to create an environment conducive to a deeper level
of reconciliation. However, the emotional and perceptual barriers between Alevi
citizens and the Turkish state as well as between Alevi and Sunni citizens are still
obstructing the broader reconciliation.
The “Alevi opening” is still in its early stages but it has already enabled some
conciliatory moves. For the first time in the history of the Turkish Republic and
the Ottoman state, state authorities have acknowledged the victimhood and traumatic experiences of Alevis. A verbal apology for the oppressions and direct violence that the Alevis had historically suffered from the central authorities was
given by the Minister of Culture on behalf of his government and the Turkish
state.7 A commitment to accommodate Alevi requests has been clearly voiced by
Prime Minister Recep Tayyip Erdoğan and his cabinet ministers. The leaders of
the Alevi community and Alevi associations have been recognized by the government. And currently, a set of legal reforms are being publicly discussed.
The “Alevi opening” of the government is a belated, yet significant, attempt to
understand the “Alevi issue” and to respond to the demands of Alevi citizens. It
is intended to create a safe, secure, and legitimate venue for the leading figures
of the Alevi community to express their resentments, grievances, and public de146
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mands directly to state officials. Creating
The Alevi opening should be
a participatory space for social and poseen as an initial step that
litical deliberation with regard to sensiwould allow for the improvement
tive social problems is a new approach
of communication and trust
for Turkish governments. The workshop
series tried to bridge the communicative
between the Alevi community
and relational gaps between Alevi leadand the Turkish state
ers and the Turkish government.8 Workshops also raised public consciousness and the awareness of Sunni citizens about
the contentions of Alevi citizens.

The Politics of the Alevi Opening
The early years of the AKP administration, particularly the first term (November 2002- July 2007), was a period that led to disappointments for Alevis. During
this period many Alevis felt they were socially, politically and economically discriminated against and marginalized by the governing party and its constituents,
as had always been the case during center-right governments of the past. There
were some reasons that would substantiate the concerns of Alevi citizens related
to discrimination and marginalization. Among the 363 MPs of the AKP (over a
total of 550MPs), there were no Alevi MPs. Prime Minister Recep Tayyip Erdoğan
did not refer to Alevis in his public speeches. There were no attempts by the AKP
government to engage with the representatives of Alevi associations and Alevi
civil society institutions. Alevi social, political and identity-based claims had either been denied or had been avoided during this period. There were no specific
statements and policies with regard to Alevi claims in the party program,9 as well
as in the election statement of June 2007.10
There was a statement in the Diyanet İşleri Başkanlığı (the Administration of
Religious Affairs, from now on the Diyanet)11 in the section related to religious
services in the election declaration of the AKP in June 2007. In that section there
was an emphasis on the perspective of the Diyanet with regard to the religious services for various sects. However, the term “Alevi” was not specifically mentioned
in that statement:
The Diyanet does not discriminate on the basis of sect when it is providing the religious services. The social and cultural diversity are seen as richness, and everybody is
treated equally based on equal citizenship rights.12

The Alevi issue was a blind spot in the policy agenda of governing AKP until
the second half of 2007.
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The AKP-Alevi relations, which for a long time was a stalemate, have become
much more dynamic with the AKP’s second term in government, starting from
July 22, 2007. The new approach by the AKP can be described as an Alevi engagement policy. High-ranking politicians and statesmen, including President
Abdullah Gül, Prime Minister Erdoğan, and other cabinet members made many
symbolic yet important gestures. Many Alevi leaders responded positively to this
engagement, although there is still a wide range of skepticism within the Alevi
community about the objectives and approaches of the “Alevi opening.”13
In terms of addressing the problems of Alevi citizens, there is a suitable political context. Yet, the “Alevi opening” was not received as positively as one would
expect by Alevi citizens mainly because the policy was initiated by the “other.” According to a recent opinion poll, 49.2% of Alevi citizens expressed their discontent
with the “Alevi opening,” while only 14.9% said that they were happy about the
situation.14 A more striking finding, according to this report, was the response
given to the question, “Is AKP’s Alevi opening a policy of Sunnification?”, where
59.8% of the Alevi respondents said, “Yes, these openings are a policy of the Sunnification of Alevis,” whereas only 21.9% of the Alevi respondents said, “no, the
Alevi opening intends to solve the problems of the people.15” The opinions of Alevi citizens about the recent opening reflect a deep mistrust towards the governing
party.16 The roots of this mistrust lie in historical experiences as well as the prevailing psychological and cultural barriers, which will be elaborated below.
There had never been a history of inter-communal confrontation and violence between Alevi and Sunni communities. The remaining stereotypes, biases
and misinformation between Alevi and Sunnis still constitute obstacles to intercommunal integration. The “Alevi opening” should be seen as an initial step that
would allow for the improvement in communication and trust between the Alevi community and the Turkish state. In terms of the state (both Ottoman and
Turkish Republic)-Alevi relations, the opening should be considered an historical breakthrough. Alevi communal leaders and their identity-based demands are
gradually being recognized by the government. The early steps of the governing
AKP’s Alevi engagement policy included the nomination and election of MPs
Reha Çamuroğlu and İbrahim Yiğit, who are known in the public sphere for their
Alevi identity, on the AKP ticket. Çamuroğlu played an important role in Prime
Minister Erdoğan’s participation in the Alevi iftars (breaking fast) in 2008 and
2009. Most importantly, Erdoğan’s speeches on both iftars can be considered as
historical moments for the recognition of the Alevi community leaders and acknowledgment of Alevi victimhood:
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“I came here to share all our mourning, not just your mourning. This is together our
mourning. We have been drinking from the same spring, we have been turning to the
same qibla, we should not put the blame of history on each other
Our path, our guides and our destinations are the same.17”

Besides the symbolic gestures and embracing speeches, a series of Alevi workshops were also set up. The Ministry of State initiated the seven-step Alevi workshop series.18 The Minister of State, Faruk Çelik, was present at all seven workshops. The workshop series were intended to incorporate into the engagement
process a multiplicity of related actors and stakeholders. The final report of the
workshops will be presented to Prime Minister Erdoğan and his ministers.
With the ongoing Alevi initiative, official authorities directly engaged with the
representatives of the Alevi community and Alevi civil society organizations. This
is one of the rare moments in the history of the Turkish Republic where the Alevi
identity with certain rights and responsibilities is symbolically recognized.

The Objectives of Alevi Identity Politics
The motto of the November 9, 2008 Alevi meeting was “equal citizenship
rights under the rule of law.”19 Many Alevi associations at those meeting formulated their struggle as that for broader democratization. However, democracy,
secularism and human rights discourses are not the only available frameworks
for formulating the Alevis’ identity-based claims. Some associations have formulated them as religious rights. In fact, there is a wide range of variation with respect to the identity-based claims of different Alevi associations and foundations,
which in itself is a source of intra-communal tension and struggle. For example,
the Alevi Bektaşi Federation (the ABF) is against the very existence of the Diyanet, various religious courses, and salaries for the Alevi dedes,20 whereas the
CEM (Cumhuriyetçi Eğitim ve Kültür Merkezi Vakfı, or the Republican Education
and Culture Center) and the Ehl-i Beyt Foundation want a special directorate
for Alevis, similar to the Diyanet, or representation of Alevis within the Diyanet.
The ABF wants the Turkish state to refrain from activities and services related
to religion, as a requirement of secularism/laicite. The CEM and the Ehl-i Beyt
Foundation demand equal delivery of public services to all citizens regardless
of ethnicity, sect, religion, rank, and age. They also agree with the plan for salary payments to Alevi dedes. There is a consensus on abandoning discriminatory
practices against Alevi citizens and on equal representation of Alevi culture and
lifestyle in public media forums.
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The most challenging set of
obstacles for dealing with the
roots of Alevi-Sunni opposition
in Turkey is the psychocultural
and emotional obstacles

The overall objectives of the Alevi
identity struggle fall under four major
categories that are closely related to each
other: i) maintenance of the Alevi identity in modern, urban social contexts; ii)
recognition of the Alevi identity as an
equal and legitimate element of Turkish
society; iii) allocation of material resources for the Alevi identity-based institutions; iv) acknowledgement of the historical traumas and victimhood of Alevis
and certain guarantees that would prevent the possible recurrence of traumatic
experiences.
Many of the contemporary challenges that the Alevi community is facing are
related to the urbanization and modernization of the Alevi community. The issues,
such as the status of cemevis, position of Alevi dedes within the Alevi community,
use of modern media outlets, and institutional problems of Alevis, all derive from
the adaptation problems of the Alevi community to the modern urban context.
The need for cemevis as a religious space in modern urban contexts is predominantly related to the urbanization of the Alevi community.21

Alevi leaders acknowledge the fact that there was not a specific need for a
separate permanent religious space in rural contexts since the cem ceremonies
were held in the largest hall of each village. But today, there is a need for a separate
space in modern-urban contexts to perform these rituals and to maintain intracommunal networks since such ceremonies and rituals cannot be easily accommodated as would be the case in rural contexts. In comparison to the traditional
Sunni communities (cemaat) and other groups, which have managed to build
their institutions and reorganize in modern urban contexts, the Alevi experience
with modernization is a relatively delayed process. Today, many of the social, economic, and cultural problems that the Alevis experience are related to these ongoing social and political transformations. It may, therefore, be overly ambitious
to expect to meet all the major challenges that the Alevi community has been
experiencing through the political processes.
Some particular demands can fall under more than one category; for example,
the establishment of Alevi religious institutions, such as cemevis, that serve the
preservation and “survival” of the Alevi identity can also help in obtaining legal
status for cemevis as a place of worship (ibadethane), which is a step towards the
legal recognition of the Alevi identity. The request for the payment of salary to
Alevi dedes is both a form of resource allocation and a form of recognition of
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the traditional Alevi elite. Commitment to secularist principles against the proIslamist tendencies is considered a necessity for the prevention of the assimilation
of the new generation of Alevi youth into the “Sunni identity.”
The Sivas events of July 2, 1993, as well as the Çorum, Maraş and Sivas events of
the late 1970s, have had a significant impact on the Alevi collective memory. There
are still ongoing discussions over whether those dark episodes were planned and
instigated by a group within the state establishment, or the “deep-state,” in order
to polarize and manipulate Turkish society in the 1970s. For many years, Alevis
vigorously accused “Islamists” and “ultra-nationalists” as the primary perpetrators of those crimes. Victimhood narratives related to those episodes are, at the
same time, the primary psychological background of Alevi identity politics. This
perception is gradually changing as a result of investigations of illegal organizations within the Turkish state establishment. New assassination plots against two
Alevi leaders, Ali Balkız and Kazım Genç, were revealed during the Ergenekon
investigation.22 According to the plans, Alevi and various minority community
leaders were to be assassinated in order to drag Turkey into chaos and social polarization.23 The objective of those plots was to create a social crisis ripe for a
military coup.

Obstacles to a Sunni-Alevi Rapproachement
There are many obstacles in the way of satisfying Alevi identity-based claims.
Legal obstacles and barriers about the status of cemevis or compulsory religious
courses are the publicly known issues. Besides these legal issues, there are much
deeper psychological, normative, and political barriers for reaching a social and
political reconciliation between Alevi citizens and the state, and between Alevi
and Sunni citizens. Because of these barriers and lack of mutual trust, even conciliatory steps are interpreted as malignant acts. A holistic model of reconciliation
has to incorporate policies that would address all these obstacles, at least to a
certain extent.
One of the major difficulties of contemporary Alevi identity politics is the multiplicity of definitions of “Alevi identity.” These diverse definitions and positions
often compete with each other in social and political domains as well. It is almost
impossible to present a particular perspective as the representative voice of an Alevi identity.24 There are people who believe and support the idea that “there can be
Alevilik25 without Ali (Alisiz Alevilik).”26 They consider the Ehl-i Beyt27 and Islamic
sources as merely minor components of the syncretic tradition of Alevism. Others
argue that “Alevilik is the essence and/or Turkish interpretation of Islam.”28
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Alevi citizens may have different meaning systems and different social and political objectives along with these self-definitions; however, they all define themselves nominally as Alevis. Interpretations of “Alevi history” are also very varied.
Especially, among the educated young generation of Alevis, it is not uncommon
to hear voices claiming that they just happened to be born into Alevi families and
they do not attribute any specific value to their being Alevi. However, on some
occasions, they feel discriminated against because of their Alevi identity. In sum,
intra-group diversity and competition is a significant challenge for addressing
Alevi identity-based claims.

1. Psychocultural Issues29
The most challenging set of obstacles for dealing with the root causes of Alevi-state and Alevi-Sunni oppositions along with the ongoing “Alevi opening”
are the psychocultural and emotional obstacles. There are no legal or political
mechanisms to deal with the intense emotional dimensions of threatened identities. Shared collective traumas and the feelings of perpetual victimhood and marginalization are the most common collective emotions of Alevis that have been
maintained for centuries. Remembrance and mourning the Karbala massacre is
an important component of the Alevi ritual, known as the cem.30 Commemoration of Hacı Bektaş Veli, founder of the Bektaşi order, Pîr Sultan Abdal, and the
recent Alevi traumas of the Sivas massacre of 1993, as well as remembrance of
other painful experiences such as the Maraş events of 1978, play important roles
in the maintenance of Alevi identity.
Without understanding these emotional elements, it is impossible to comprehend the social actions, narratives, and emotional responses of the people involved
in the Alevi identity movement.31 Fears of direct violence and assimilation with
other more sophisticated cultural and structural forms of violence are possibilities
for many Alevis. Although Alevi associations and community leaders seek certain
legal protections and policy changes from the government, fears and traumatizing
historical experiences cannot be addressed only through legal and political measures. Many Alevis interpret the conciliatory gestures of the right-wing, nationalist, and pro-Islamist politicians as assimilatory tricks.32

2. Social and Normative Differences
Popular discourses of politicians usually emphasize the “experience of AleviSunni coexistence in Anatolia” or the “experience of coexistence.” In contradiction to the popular belief that there was always a happy coexistence, Alevis and
Sunnis mostly lived in isolated places, especially in rural areas.33 The urbanization
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For the first time in the history of the Turkish Republic and the Ottoman state, state authorities have
acknowledged the victimhood and traumatic experiences of Alevis.

process eroded the well-protected boundaries between the Alevi and Sunni communities and required them to coexist or, at least, share the common social, economic, and political spaces.34 However, the Alevi and Sunnis’ moral positioning
of one another has been maintained with minor improvements.35 These biases and
stereotypes can be overcome in the long run by improving the social spaces that
would enable inter-communal communication and interaction.
At the social level, there are many barriers between Alevi and Sunni citizens.
For example, a recent opinion survey, conducted by the A&G Research Company,
asked questions about Turkish people’s preferences on marriage. Half of the participants (50.1%) gave a negative response to the question, “Do you consider marrying someone from another sect (e.g., Alevi, Sunni) as normal?” Only 29.8% of
the participants responded affirmatively, whereas 20.1% partially agreed.36 Despite
rapid modernization, secularization, and urbanization of Turkish society, the social
and cultural boundaries between the Alevi and Sunni identities are still resilient.

3. Legal Obstacles
There are three major legal obstacles that prevent the fulfillment of Alevi identity based claims: i) the legal status of cemevis as places of worship; ii) the status
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One of the major difficulties of
contemporary Alevi identity
politics is the multiplicity of
definitions of “Alevi identity”

and content of the compulsory religious
courses in public schools; iii) restructuring the legal status and services of the
Diyanet.

The status of cemevis is the most important item in Alevi identity politics. The demands related to the cemevis include
the legalization of cemevis as places of worship (ibadethane). Alevi associations
also want cemevis to benefit from all the privileges that mosques enjoy, including free electricity, free water, and the allocation of free building sites. Different
Alevi associations, foundations, and civil society institutions have different expectations from the cemevi debate. Some associations consider the debate over the
legal status of cemevis to be an opportunity to allow for Alevilik to be recognized
as a separate religion37 or a separate belief system. Some other institutions want
to benefit from the privileges of places of worship. Official recognition may also
imply government control over cemevis.
Law 67738 bans places of worship other than mosques, such as shrines, dervish
lodges, and gathering places of sects and mystical movements (tarikats). The law
is considered one of the most important pieces of legislation among Atatürk’s reforms. Alevi associations and foundations do not openly request the amendment
to this law from the Republican era, but they expect the outcome would pave the
way to the legalization of cemevis. This is somehow problematic because many
Alevis oppose the idea of the legalization of Sunni shrines, tekkes and dergahs. It
is a highly risky subject for the governing AKP to amend Law 677. The AKP may
end up facing a new closure case at the Constitutional Court on the basis of trying
to “alter” the secular fundamentals of the Turkish Republic.39
Prime Minister Erdoğan has signaled that there may be some legal and institutional modifications in the status of cemevis40 as part of the Alevi engagement
policy. Establishing a new “Alevi Directorate” under the Prime Minister’s office
and funding and regulating cemevis through this new institution may be an ideal
solution. Another option may be giving autonomy to Alevi institutions and creating a credible audit mechanism that would ensure compatibility with the interests
of the general public. Alevi civil society institutions will resist any option that
may bring about the Diyanet’s control over cemevis. Another option is to give
cemevis status similar to cultural centers and support them accordingly. Legalizing cemevis under the status of cultural centers will not fully satisfy some of
the Alevi activists, as the debate over granting the status of religious place is an
important element of Alevi identity politics.
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The second important legal obstacle for addressing the Alevi identity-based
demands is the status of compulsory religion courses in public schools. Embedded within the broader context of this problem is the problem of religious education in Turkey. According to the 24th article of the 1982 Constitution of the Republic of Turkey, education and instruction in religion and ethics is compulsory
in primary school curricula.
Almost all Alevi foundations and associations are against the current form and
the contents of the compulsory religious courses. There are also ECtHR and court
decisions against the contents of the compulsory religious courses.41 The Council
of State’s (Danıştay) March 2008 ruling also declared that Turkey’s religion courses
cannot be obligatory in their current form.42 Parallel to the earlier ECtHR’s decision, the Council of State’s ruling objected to the contents and the curriculum of
compulsory religious courses on the grounds that they focuses solely on Sunni
Islam.43
There are three major criticisms against the compulsory religious courses
from the Alevis point of view. While the majority of Alevi citizens object to the
compulsory nature of the courses in a modern, secular state, almost all criticize
the contents of the courses for being “biased” and “discriminatory.” The general
conviction among Alevi citizens is that the religious courses teach Sunni beliefs
and religious practices. Changing the compulsory character of religious courses
necessitates a constitutional amendment, and therefore the consent and support
of the opposition parties is also required. The AKP will not take such a risk unless the amendment is initiated with the consensus of the two opposition parties,
which does not seem a possibility in the foreseeable future. It is relatively easier to
modify the curricula of the religious courses, which the Ministry of Education has
already done to include subjects on Alevilik in the curricula.
The third major legal debate triggered by the Alevi identity-based claims is
about the legal status of the Diyanet. There are diverse views among Alevi associations about what to do with the Diyanet. The ABF wants the abolishment of the
Diyanet and the confiscation of all its property by the Treasury. They argue that
“there is no place for an institution like the Diyanet in a modern secular social and
political regime.”44 Some Alevis want the Diyanet to be financed from sources outside the public budget. They argue that in a secular (laic) state, religious services
should not be financed from the public budget.45 Others argue that Alevis deserve
tax exemptions since they do not benefit from the services of the Diyanet. Lack of
sympathy towards the Diyanet is a shared theme among the diverse views in the
Alevi community, but there is disagreement as to what needs to be done.
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The common claim made by the
Alevi community is that they
seek public recognition of Alevi
identity and institutions and
acknowledgement of grievances
caused by the Turkish state

The Diyanet46 is one of the most wellrooted institutions in Turkey, and was established in 1924 by Atatürk himself. The
Diyanet provides religious services, and,
at the same time, regulates the majority of religious activities in Turkey. The
Diyanet played a significant role in the
establishment of the Turkish style of secularism in the early years of the Republican era. Today, it is predominantly an institution that provides essential religious services; the abolition or incapacitation
of the Diyanet may gradually lead to a strengthening of the religious communities
and faith-based organizations in Turkey. Such a potential trend is considered a
potential threat against Turkish secularism by the secular state establishment.

Since there is strong support for the services of the Diyanet from the majority of Turkish society, no democratically elected government in Turkey can risk
abolishing the Diyanet. Debating the status of the Diyanet along with the “Alevi
opening” may be controversial, since the majority of Sunni citizens approve and
support the services of the Diyanet. A possible abolition of the institution could
lead to sectarian polarization between Alevi and Sunni citizens. It is crucial to
accommodate Alevi demands without alienating and offending Sunni citizens,
otherwise, the opening process may lead to inter-communal polarization, rather
than inter-communal reconciliation. Incorporating Alevis into the Diyanet is also
not a practical approach, because, for a long time, many Alevi groups have perceived the Diyanet negatively.47 It is difficult to change this perception in the short
run. An establishment of an Alevi version of the Diyanet with a separate budget
may not find supporters among Alevi citizens, either. Establishing a separate publicly funded institution to provide cultural and religious services for Alevi citizens
seems to be a more viable option. In this case, however, the differences between
Alevi and Sunni citizens may be institutionalized, which may, in return, limit
the opportunities of inter-communal reconciliation. There is no perfect solution
when it comes to the Diyanet that would satisfy both Alevi and Sunni citizens, as
well as the secular state establishment.
Overall, the legal obstacles to addressing Alevi identity-based claims such as
the legal status of cemevis, compulsory religion courses, and the status of the Diyanet are not problems only of Alevis. These issues are, at the same time, related
to some of the major paradoxes of Turkish secularism as well as state-society relations in Turkey. Nevertheless, there are some available practical legal measures,
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discussed in the recommendations section, which may help address demands by
the citizens.

4. Political Contentions
The “other” of Alevi identity in Turkey has traditionally been a combination of
“conservative Sunni,” “right-wing nationalist” and “pro-Islamist”48 identities. Currently these political identities are represented in the Turkish parliament by the
AKP and the National Action Party (Milliyetçi Hareket Partisi, MHP). Both political parties have made public statements about their willingness to engage with
the Alevi community and to address Alevi identity-based claims. The leader of
the MHP, Devlet Bahçeli, recently announced the details of his party’s new Alevi
policy.49 The MHP’s efforts on the Alevi issue would be immensely important for
social and political reconciliation in Turkey, especially because the MHP and the
party’s idealist (ülkücü) constituents were considered by many Alevis to be their
archenemy during the ideological struggles of the 1970s.50 There is traditionally a
deep-rooted animosity between the MHP and Alevi activists, who were involved
in left-wing activism in the 1970s.
Bahçeli’s package included the following themes that are also parallel with the
AKP’s:
1. Allocation of budget to cemevis,
2. Representation of Alevis within the Diyanet,
3. Opening of government-funded Alevi research centers and institutes,
4. Public broadcast of informative productions about Alevi culture on Alevi
special days on official state TV, the TRT,
5. Representation and teaching of Alevi culture and beliefs in religion
classes.51
Because of both the AKP’s and MHP’s recent public declarations, there is a
suitable ground for dealing with the legal obstacles. However, this policy move
may not have a direct return in terms of political support for both parties. Even if
the AKP leads the process to allow for legal amendments concerning Alevi identity-based claims in the parliament, they will most probably not get the political
support of Alevi citizens in the foreseeable future. There is also a possibility that
the AKP may alienate their conservative Sunni constituents as a consequence of
such a political move. These political limitations may render the governing AKP
hesitant on taking more concrete steps to deal with Alevi identity-based claims.
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It is crucial to accommodate
Alevi demands without
alienating and offending
Sunni citizens, otherwise, the
opening process may lead to
inter-communal polarization,
rather than inter-communal
reconciliation

Since the early 1960s, the Republican
People’s Party (Cumhuriyet Halk Partisi, CHP) and other left-wing parties
have enjoyed the loyal support of Alevi
citizens without providing any kind of
solid improvements. The Alevi-Sunni as
well as secularist-Islamist tensions have
helped the consolidation of Alevi support for the CHP. The process of a broader social and political reconciliation may,
thus, disturb the CHP since it may mean
a change in the status quo, unless the CHP comes up with an alternative plan.
Some of the Alevi identity activists as well as certain factions benefiting from the
maintenance of Alevi-Sunni and secularist-Islamist conservative Sunni polarizations are also unhappy about the new engagement policy.

The AKP’s legislative moves about the Alevi requests and the entire process of
the “Alevi opening” may not directly bring about political support by Alevi citizens. Therefore, when concrete policy items are discussed, these discussions may
lead to political repercussions within the governing party. The main drive for the
governing party in the “Alevi opening” is not direct political gain. Thus, some indirect gains may be necessary in order to counterbalance the political risks of the
“Alevi opening.” Nevertheless, maintaining the “Alevi opening” may strengthen the
secular and pluralistic credentials of the governing party, which can be considered
an important incentive for the governing party. Given that the EU reforms seem
to have been stalled,52 the “Alevi opening,” and the broader “democratic opening,”
which encapsulates the Kurds as well, will help strengthen the credentials of the
AKP in its commitment to democratic values, pluralism, and secularism.

Prospects for a Sustained Rapprochement
Identity-related conflicts like the Alevi issue have deep historical, cultural,
emotional, economic, and political dimensions; therefore, there is no magic formula or prescription to address all these issues. There are, however, many potential steps that would help eliminate barriers to social and political reconciliation.
Legal and political reforms are crucial for overcoming structural inequalities and
preventing the practices of marginalization. These reforms and structural adjustment policies are not alternatives to processes of multi-layer intervention; they
are rather crucial complementary steps. Initiating a comprehensive and holistic
reconciliation process is a long-term project but continuing the symbolic gestures
are helpful in order to address certain cultural and psychological sensitivities.
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Educating Turkish society about the cultural and emotional sensitivities of Alevi
citizens is a necessary step for a broader inter-communal reconciliation. Policy
recommendations outlined below are aimed at providing a perspective for a multilayered intervention.

Legal and Political Reforms
1. Revising the legal status of the compulsory religion courses should be part
of a broader reform of religious education policy. Providing multiple religion course options in public schools or revising the content and curricula
of religion courses can be another option.
2. Forming a commission in the National Assembly, the parliament, to explore the possible options for the legal status of cemevis. A subcommittee
on the constitution can explore the constitutional obstacles and alternative
paths to deal with these obstacles.
3. Re-structuring the Diyanet so that it may provide religious services equally
to different sects.
4. Opening of government funding for Alevi research centers and institutes
and providing government grants to research projects.
5. Providing free public benefits such as electricity, water, and financial aid to
the activities of cemevis.
6. Certain forms of financial compensation for the Alevi dedes. The details
of the project can be decided by the Alevis themselves through participatory workshops, moderated by a mixture of academics and public policy
experts.
7. Making the diaspora Alevis a part of the engagement policy in Turkey. Alevi
associations in Europe have significant influence over shaping the political
discourse and institutionalization of Alevi associations in Turkey. There is
still an ongoing interaction between European Alevi associations and Alevi
associations in Turkey.
8. The legal amendments can resonate with the constituency of the governing
AKP only if they are framed under a broader policy package of democratization and improving religious freedoms in Turkey.
9. The opposition parties, bureaucratic institutions (the Diyanet, the local governorships) and civil society institutions (bar associations, human rights
organizations, and religious organizations) should also be integrated into
the process to broaden the constituency of the reconciliation process.
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Transforming the Public Discourses
1. Making some changes in the educational textbooks and revising parts that
create biases against Alevi culture and Alevi citizens.
2. Establishing a permanent advisory council from the Alevi community
leaders and consulting the council on matters concerning the Alevi community.
3. Designing a memorial library or a cultural center for the memory of citizens who lost their lives in the Sivas Events of July 2, 1993.
4. Creating a Truth and Reconciliation Commission (TRC) to investigate the
political and sectarian violence of the 1970s (Sivas, Çorum, Malatya, and
Maraş). In addition to the Sivas events of 1993, the period of ideological/
sectarian violence during the 1970s have left a traumatic legacy in the Alevi
public memory. Memory of those events feed the victimhood psychology
among the new generation of Alevis. Mistrust towards the state and conservative Sunnis is primarily a residue of the political violence of the 1970s.
Investigations and public recognition of these events may be a step towards
settling some of the fears of Alevi citizens.

Expectations from the Alevi Leadership
1. It is crucial for the leaders of the Alevi community to abandon confrontational language against the “Alevi opening.” Public support for the “Alevi
opening” may accelerate the process of legal reforms.
2. Using derogatory terms such as “Yezid,” “dinci” (pejorative term used to
denote ultra-conservative), or “gerici” (retrograde) alienates Sunni citizens,
community leaders, and politicians. It is important to condemn these pejorative terms as a sign of reconciliation.
3. Reaching an intra-communal consensus or at least a set of priorities on the
fundamental legal and political issues may help clarify the paths to be taken
towards concrete reforms.
4. Developing alternative educational models to train the Alevi communal
leaders, the dedes, and the Alevi citizens about their tradition, rituals, and
culture.

Conclusion
Addressing the Alevi demands should not just be a matter of political pragmatism for the governing AKP administration; it is rather a historical opportunity
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to mitigate centuries old tensions. It is, at
The legal amendments can
the same time, a requirement to ensure
resonate with the constituency
equal rights for all Turkish citizens. It is
of governing AKP only if
not clear whether the AKP administrathey are framed under a
tion will be able to accommodate the
Alevi requests during their tenure bebroader policy package of
cause of the enduring social, political, democratization and improving
legal, and psychological obstacles. It is
religious freedoms in Turkey
also unrealistic to expect a resolution of
complex historical problems within a relatively short period of time. However, if
the process is managed constructively, the engagement process will have a positive
impact at the political as well as at the grassroots levels. Therefore, the success of
the “Alevi opening” should be evaluated on its contribution to the formation of
channels of sustained dialogue and deliberation between Alevis and the state, and
between Alevi and Sunni citizens.
The “Alevi opening” process will have both direct and indirect constructive
consequences. First, the Alevi identity-based claims will continue to be on the
public agenda until they are settled through a process of public deliberation. Second, the process of dialogue and deliberation will empower Alevi citizens. As a
result of the “Alevi opening,” Alevi and Sunni citizens will get to know each other better through exposure to one another’s culture, worldviews, and problems.
Third, polarizing figures and political discourses can be marginalized if the process is managed successfully. There may emerge a more constructive leadership
on both sides and constructive language may gradually replace confrontational
discourses. The “Alevi opening” can only be sustained with the efforts and support
of Alevi leaders and community members.
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